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topic usually has a type, which is an attribution element of the
topic. An association is an element that identifies the
relationship between topics. An association role defines the
role of a topic in a specific association. Although topic maps
are essentially undirected graphs, the association role can
define an association direction.
For example, the concepts, “コンピュータ” (computers),
“解凍する” (uncompress/defrost), and “食べ物” (foods) can
be expressed as topics. In the computer domain, the word “解
凍する” should be translated as “uncompress” in English. In
the food domain, it should be translated as “defrost.” We can,
therefore, define translation associations between the Japanese
word, “解凍する,” and the English words “uncompress” and
“defrost.” Inclusion associations can be defined between
“uncompress” and “computer” and between “defrost” and
“foods.”
In this study, we propose a method of identifying the
appropriate translated word based on the multilingual word
semantic relationships defined in an ontology. A paragraph
consists of sentences that coherently share a subject. Therefore,
in order to find a domain, we use sentences in one paragraph
as input sentences. Our method searches for a translated word
in the ontological topic map based on the domain to which the
input sentences belong. In this study, we focus on Japanese–
English translation. Moreover, we focus on only nouns and
verbs, which tend to be wrongly translated and are basic parts
of speech.

Abstract—In this study, we introduce a method of selecting
translated words for translations of sentences from Japanese to
English. We used topic maps to express relationships between
words. For constructing topic maps, we extracted word data and
categories from Japanese and English Wikipedia. We then used
English–Japanese and Japanese–English dictionaries to find
translation relationships between Japanese and English words.
Our method selects translated words using dependency
associations extracted from an input Japanese sentence and the
categories that each word belongs to. In our experiment, we
used a topic map that organizes database related words. The
results suggest that our method can correctly translate words.
Keywords—component, topic maps, ontology, translation,
wikipedia

I.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, machine translation has often been used to
translate Japanese sentences into English. However, because
computers have difficulty comprehending the meaning of
sentences, they often produce incorrect translations. For
example, the Japanese sentence, “私はファイルを解凍する”
(“I uncompress a file” in English), may be translated as “I
defrost a file,” which is incorrect. The reason for the difficulty
is that translation techniques consider only a word’s part of
speech and the grammatical structure of the target sentence not
homonym and inter-word semantic relationships. The
homonym problem must be solved for an appropriate word to
be selected.
To resolve this problem, we use an ontology [1] [2], which
expresses three inter-word relationships, namely, word
translation,
category inclusion
and
potential-wordmodification relationships. They were studied in the context of
ontology [3], disambiguation [4] [5] [6]. To utilize those
relationships in a computer system, we need to establish a
method to create a data structure that expresses the
relationships as an ontology. Topic Maps [7] [8] and Resource
Description Framework (RDF) are well-known and generalpurpose formats for describing the relationships between
concepts. In this study, we implement the ontology as a topic
map, which is suitable for expressing concepts and their
relationships. Topic maps mainly consist of topics,
associations, and association roles. A topic is an element that
identifies a subject (e.g., a person, a country, or a concept). A

II.

METHODS

We focused not only on inter-lingual word relationships
between Japanese and English words but also on the intralingual relationships of words. Inter-lingual word relationships
are the relationships between translation pairs of words, which
are usually listed in a dictionary. For intra-lingual
relationships, we used (potential) modification relationships
between words that appeared in sentences and the
corresponding relationships between words and their domains.
We suggest these topics and associations:
 Topics of the word type are elements that correspond
to each part of speech in English or Japanese: English
nouns and verbs (referred to as noun_e topics and
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verb_e topics, respectively) and Japanese nouns and
verbs (noun_j topics and verb_j topics).
Topics of the domain type are the categories of words.
Associations of the inclusion type are relationships in
which a word is included within the domain to which
it is linked by the association.
Associations of the action type are potential
modification relationships between an English noun
(noun_e) and an English verb (verb_e). The potential
means that the noun can be used as a subject of the
verb in sentences.
Associations of the translation type are relationships
between noun_e and noun_j topics or verb_e and
verb_j topics, in which both words in the relationship
have the same meaning.

Fig. 1.

3.
4.

5.
6.

illustrates an example of topic maps in this study.
7.

8.

9.

Fig. 1. Example of the topic map

A. Method of making a topic map
The abovementioned property of paragraphs suggests that
the words in the sentences therein are used in a specific
context and should belong to a common domain. As we
mentioned in Introduction, domain information can help solve
the homonym problem. Therefore, in our proposed topic map,
we needed to associate words with domains.
In this study, we made a topic map from the description
data in the Japanese version of Wikipedia [10] and the English
version of Wikipedia [11]. We used these sources because
they provide words and their domains. The pages contain title
words and descriptions, and each of pages belong to categories.
We used not only title words but also words in the descriptions
as context for what categories the pages belonged to.
Therefore, in order to include them in a topic map, we related
words to the domains that correspond to the categories.
We used this procedure to construct the topic map:
1. We extracted the categories to which the articles
belonged in the Japanese Wikipedia and English
Wikipedia.
2. If a category in the English Wikipedia could be
matched to a category in the Japanese Wikipedia, we
integrate the English category to the Japanese
category.
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We assigned domain topics to the categories obtained
in steps 1 and 2.
We extracted nouns and verbs from the main text in
the pages of the Japanese Wikipedia articles. We did
not include the Japanese verbs “ある(be)” and “でき
る(can)” in the topic map, because they are usually
used as auxiliary verbs and do not carry information
useful for improving translation.
We extracted nouns and verbs from the main text in
the pages of the English Wikipedia articles.
We created noun_j and verb_j topics for Japanese
nouns and verbs, and noun_e and verb_e topics for
English nouns and verbs. In doing this, we changed
nouns to their singular forms and verbs to their
dictionary forms, and then assigned them to topics as
topic names. We distinguished between topics for the
same word in different categories, because topics can
carry multiple meanings.
If there were dependency relationships between
English words, we assigned action associations to the
topics associated with those words.
We created inclusion associations between words and
their domains based on articles and their categories in
Wikipedia. Because any article in Japanese
Wikipedia or English Wikipedia belongs to at least
one category, we can assign at least one inclusion
association to each topic.
If two words were listed as translations of each other
in an English–Japanese dictionary and Japanese–
English dictionary, we assigned a translation
association between the topic of the English word and
the topic of the Japanese word.

Fig. 2. illustrates how to create a word topic for the sentence
“ビューはテーブルに対して利点を持つ。” Fig. 3. shows
how to create a word topic for the sentence “Views can
provide advantages over tables.”

Fig. 2. Example of Japanese topics
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4.
5.

Extract the noun_e and verb_e topics that belong to
the domain discussed above.
Judge whether the obtained noun_e and verb_e topics
are connected by action association. If so, output the
noun_e and verb_e topics as translated words.
III.

We implemented a topic map using the method discussed
in Section A. To extract nouns and verbs from Japanese
sentences, we used the CaboCha dependency parser [12]. To
parse English sentences, we used Stanford Parser [13] and
TreeTagger [14]. To add translation associations, we used the
Eijiro [15] Japanese–English and English–Japanese dictionary
database. We utilized TOME [16] as a topic map database.
Fig. 4. schematically illustrates our implemented system. First,
a user writes sentences for translation into a file that the
system reads. Second, the system extracts nouns and verbs
from the file and writes them to the file of words. Third, the
system inquires with TOME and searches the domains of input
sentences in the way discussed in section B. Fourth, the
program searches translated words again, reads the file of
words, gets results from the searched domains, and inquires
with TOME to get the resultant words that belong to the
domains. The program writes the results to the file for
translated words. Finally, the user receives the translated
words.

Fig. 3. Example of English topics

B. Method for searching words
We identified the domains to which input sentences
belonged. We then searched the domains to which words
belonged to obtain the top three domains in descendant order of
the frequency with which the domain appeared. We limited the
number of domains to narrow the search area of words to those
that share a domain with the words to be translated. After
identifying word domains, we searched for translated words
that belonged to each domain. We followed these steps when
searching for words:
1.

2.

3.

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

Find words as pairs of nouns and verbs, which have
dependency relationships when they appear in input
sentences.
Search Japanese topics (noun_j and verb_j topics)
that have the same topic names as the nouns and
verbs found in step 1.
Obtain the noun_e topics associated with noun_j
topics and verb_e topics associated with verb_j topics
by translation association.

Fig. 4. System representation
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IV.

obtained proper translated words for the pairs of No. 1, 2, 4, 5,
7, 8, 9, and 10. It is interesting that Japanese verbs No. 4 and
10 both generally mean utilize, their corresponding English
words differed based on the corresponding nouns.

EXPERIMENTS

A. Purpose of experiments and target data
We conducted an experiment to see whether the proposed
method selects the correct word translations. The sentences,
including the words to be translated, were input into the system
using the proposed method. We confirmed that the translated
words produced by the system were correct.

TABLE III: DETAILED LIST OF OBTAINED TRANSLATED WORDS

No.

1

The target topic map was constructed using the method in
section A. Using all Wikipedia pages would produce too much
data, so we limited the number of pages in the database
category. The number of topics and the number of associations
are shown in the following tables:

2
3
4

TABLE I. NUMBER OF TOPICS

Topic name

number

all topics

6,899

noun_j topics

3,615

6

verb_j topics

1,244

7

noun_e topics

1,007

verb_e topics

819

domain topics

190

5

8
9
10

TABLE II. NUMBER OF ASSOCIATIONS

Association name

number

all associations

44,703

action associations

662

inclusion associations

38,203

translation association

5,838

Extracted words
noun_j
verb_j
問題
解決する
(problem)
(solve)
問題
解決する
(problem)
(solve)
ファイル
利用する
(file)
(use)
知識
利用する
(idea)
(use)
情報
格納する
(information)
(store)
概念
表現する
(concept)
(express)
コスト
減らす
(cost)
(reduce)
データ
アクセスする
(datum)
(access)
操作
加える
(operation)
(add)
技術
用いる
(technique)
(employ)

Translated words
Noun
Verb
problem

solve

problem

solve

file

take,
use

idea

use

information

store

concept

put

cost

reduce

datum

access

operation

add

technique

employ

D. Discussion
As shown in TABLE III, we obtained correct translated
words for only 16 words (8 pairs). This is because our method
focuses on the precision, not recall, of output. Our condition is
severe, because the pairs to be translated need to be related to
their translated words in dependency relationships in sentences
that appear in Wikipedia. Therefore, words that appear in
academic papers, but not necessarily in Wikipedia, may not
obtain good results. However, the output pairs have nouns that
actually modify the verbs in the sentences that appear in the
English version Wikipedia. This guarantees that the results are
highly precise. We focused on precision to prevent incorrect
choices of translation candidates. Even if a method provides
high recall, wrong choices leads users to wrong translation. To
improve recall, it is preferable to add more action associations
to the topic map based on the dependency relations contained
in a much larger English corpus. In this study, we used the
English version of Wikipedia as a corpus; in further studies,
we should use a corpus that contains the lexicons used in input
sentences.
As a side effect, the system generated different verbs
depending on their corresponding nouns, even if the verbs had
similar meanings. This illustrates that the topic map uses
information about dependency relationships as action
associations.
The reason why the system did not output the correct
translated words for No. 3 is that our method does not consider
idioms. For example, the verb take in No. 3 should form an

B. Experimental method
We entered sentences from 10 paragraphs in the
Introduction sections of 9 papers focused primarily on
databases. This is because our target topic map only contained
topics in the database domain. The system searched the topic
map and generated candidate pairs of translated nouns and
verbs from the entered sentences.
To evaluate the candidates, we used the Google search
engine to examine whether the obtained pairs of nouns and
verbs were used in sentences written by native English authors.
C. Results
From the sentences in the input papers, we obtained 382
Japanese words. Among them, 155 words were not in the topic
map. Among Japanese words in the topic map, 42 words did
not have corresponding English words. Among words with
translated words in the topic map, 165 translated candidates
had no action associations. This shows that our method did not
find translated words for 362 words out of 382 words. The 10
obtained pairs of Japanese words and translated English nouns
and verbs are shown in TABLE III. TABLE III suggests that we
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idiom take advantage of to express the meaning of use.
Noticeably, the verb take alone does not have this meaning,
which can lead users to incorrect translations.
As for No. 6, although the sentence, “the concept was put
by him,” makes sense, we categorized it as the wrong
translation. The reason for this is that the original Japanese
sentence intended to express “metadata to formalize a
concept.” The essential reason for this gap comes from the
different purpose of the action specified by the verb. If we
express a concept to people’s mind, the verb put is adequate.
But, in this case, we are not using put to express formalization
of a concept in order to utilize it in a computer system. This
can be due to a gap between multiple languages. This suggests
that we need to store extra information to distinguish
differences in the topic map.
Because the experiment showed the existence of words that
were not contained in these topic maps, we must increase the
number of word topics and translation associations. Because
the experiment also showed a deficiency in information about
translation relationships in this topic map, we need to use
additional dictionaries to cover technical terms in order to
increase the number of translation associations.
In addition, we did not consider synonyms in the topic map.
If we considered them, we would get more translated words in
this experiment. For example, we input the pair of words “技
術, 使用する”(technique, use) into the system, but we could
not obtain translations using our proposed method, because the
Japanese word “ 使 用 す る ” is not directly related to its
translation candidate words by a translation association.
However, if we introduced a synonym association in the topic
map, we could obtain translated words using this method: we
find a translation candidate word of the synonym words of
“使う,” and regard it as a translated word if it is directly
associated to one of the translated words of the Japanese noun
“技術” by an action association. Note that the translated words
of synonymous words are not necessarily the translated words
of the original word. This is why we used the action
association to identify the translated words. In this study, we
did not use an association to express the (potential)
dependency relationship of words in a Japanese sentence. A
dependency relationship was implicit, because we assumed
that input pairs of nouns and verbs had dependency
relationships. To make the extension method for employing
synonyms work, we would need to introduce a Japanese
version action association to guarantee that the chosen
synonymous words carry the same meanings as the original
words.
As for the use of domains to narrow the number of
translation candidate words, we could not confirm the effects
on our data set in this experiment. To confirm that our topic
map has the structure to enable search based on domain, we
looked into it to find substructures that output different words
depending on the domain. Fig. 5. illustrates one such
substructure. The topic “保存する” is associated with the
topics of the translation candidate words preserve and store.
The preserve topic belongs to both the database domain and
data modeling category, but the store topic belongs to not only

the database domain but also the artificial intelligence domain,
transaction domain, and so on. Because the latter topic does
not belong to the data modeling domain, we can find preserve
as the translated word of “保存する,” if the words of the input
sentence are in the data modeling domain. Conversely, if the
domain is artificial intelligence or transaction, we can find
store as the translated word.
Therefore, our method can adjust the translation of a verb
depending on the noun word in a pair of search words and the
domain to which the noun and verb belong.

Fig. 5. Parts of “store” and “preserve” topics in the topic map

V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this study, we proposed a method of correctly translating
words based on multilingual semantic relationships between
words that were defined in an ontology. We implemented the
ontology as a topic map.
We introduced two types of topics (i.e., word and domain)
and three types of associations (i.e., inclusion, action, and
translation). We utilized the Japanese and English versions of
Wikipedia pages to find words and the domains to which they
belonged, and we also assigned conclusion associations
between them. We used the English version of Wikipedia to
find the dependency relationships in sentences, to which we
assigned action associations. We used English–Japanese and
Japanese–English dictionaries to find translation relationships
between Japanese and English words, to which we assigned
translation associations.
We assumed that a paragraph consists of sentences
coherently sharing a subject. To find a domain, we used
sentences in one paragraph as input sentences. Our method
finds words in input sentences as pairs of nouns verbs in
dependency relationships. The method searches topics
corresponding to the nouns or the verbs. Based on translation
and conclusion associations, it searches translated nouns and
verbs that share action associations. We focused on
translations of nouns and verbs from Japanese to English,
which tend to be incorrect despite being basic parts of speech
in sentences.
To evaluate our method, we conducted an experiment. The
inputs were sentences from 10 paragraphs in the Introduction
sections of 9 papers focused primarily on databases. We
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[3]

obtained 382 Japanese words, 155 of which were not in the
topic map, and 42 of which had no corresponding English
words. We obtained 10 pairs of translated nouns and verbs.
The results also showed that some Japanese verbs that have
similar meanings are translated into different English verbs
depending on their corresponding nouns.
In the future, we plan to improve the coverage of words in
the translation process by adding English and Japanese words
to the topic map and adding action associations. To improve
the accuracy of translation search, we will improve the
searching method to consider idioms.
Though we used sentences in Wikipedia to find action
associations, it is desirable to use sentences from documents
that cover the words as those related to the input sentences. In
our future study, we will combine Wikipedia data with data
from other resources to increase the number of action
associations in our topic map.
To suppress unwanted translation outputs, we need to
increase the number of association types to make topic
selection more precise.
Our method outputs only translated words. To make an
effective automated translation system, we will apply our
ontology-based method to an existing automated translation
system based on grammatical techniques. We will also extend
it to a system that can identify implied meaning.
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[5]

[6]

[7]
[8]
[9]
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